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Recognizing moving faces:
a psychological and neural synthesis
Alice J. O’Toole, Dana A. Roark and Hervé Abdi
Information for identifying a human face can be found both in the invariant
structure of features and in idiosyncratic movements and gestures. When both
kinds of information are available, psychological evidence indicates that:
(1) dynamic information contributes more to recognition under non-optimal
viewing conditions, e.g. poor illumination, low image resolution, recognition
from a distance; (2) dynamic information contributes more as a viewer’s
experience with the face increases; and (3) a structure-from-motion analysis can
make a perceptually based contribution to face recognition. A recently proposed
distributed neural system for face perception, with minor modifications, can
accommodate the psychological findings with moving faces.

studied extensively in psychology and in computer
vision [10,11] (see Box 3).
The supplemental information and representation
enhancement hypotheses are not mutually exclusive
but instead could be complementary. The former
suggests a direct encoding of idiosyncratic facial
movements. The latter suggests that motion
contributes to a perceptual process that enhances
the encoding of the invariant structure of the face.
Psychological studies of motion and face recognition

A furrowed brow, a tilt of the head, a roll of the eyes,
. . . faces ‘speak’ through movements, as well as
words. Indeed, facial motion is vital to human
communication (see Box 1), but does it help or hinder
the recognition process? Can visual memory use
dynamic information for face recognition? We first
review the literature on recognition of moving faces
and organize the common themes that emerge into
explicit hypotheses. Next, we link current knowledge
about the neural basis of face processing to the
behavioral findings. Finally, we propose a framework
for mapping studies of memory for moving faces onto
plausible neural processing systems.
Hypotheses
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In the current literature, there are two hypotheses
about the role of facial motion in recognition. The
supplemental information hypothesis posits that we
represent characteristic facial motions or gestures
of individual faces, in addition to the invariant
structure of the face [1–7]. We refer to these
idiosyncratic movements as dynamic facial
signatures [5] (see Box 2 for a description). When
both static and dynamic identity information are
available, people are likely to rely primarily on static
information for recognition. This is because dynamic
facial signatures probably provide less reliable
identification information than static facial
structure (Box 2).
The representation enhancement hypothesis
posits that facial motion contributes to recognition by
facilitating the perception of the three-dimensional
structure of a face [8,9]. This hypothesis assumes
that motion adds to the quality of the structural
information accessible from a human face, and that
this benefit transcends the additional views of the
face provided from the motion. The rationale
behind this hypothesis draws implicitly on
structure-from-motion phenomena that have been
http://tics.trends.com

With a brief glance across a dimly lit room, we can
recognize the face of a friend. For unfamiliar faces,
however, even relatively minor changes in viewpoint [12]
and illumination [13] impair performance [14,15].
The importance of familiarity in supporting robust
recognition has also been shown for moving faces and
people. For example, Burton et al. [16] found that subjects
can identify familiar, but not unfamiliar, people from
poor-quality surveillance video. Furthermore, even when
high-quality video is used, recognition for unfamiliar
faces falters when people are asked to pick out the
target face from displays that contain similar-looking
distracter faces [17,18]. Consequently, the studies we
review are best divided into those employing familiar
faces, which address the supplemental information
hypothesis, and those using unfamiliar faces, which
address the representation enhancement hypothesis.
Familiar faces

Research with familiar/famous faces consistently
supports the supplemental information hypothesis.
Motion facilitates familiar/famous face recognition
under a variety of non-optimal recognition conditions.
Participants in these studies are asked typically to name
famous faces from spatially degraded motion displays.
The methods used to distort/degrade facial images
include the use of photographic negatives, inversion,
image thresholding, blurring, and pixelating [4,5,7].
Moreover, the quality or ‘naturalness’ of the motion
seems to contribute to the amount of benefit derived
from motion. Slowing down or disrupting the rhythm of
faces impairs recognition by comparison with evenlypaced moving faces [5,6]. Recognition can even be
‘primed’ or facilitated by pretest exposure to moving
faces (K. Lander and V. Bruce, personal communication).
Unfamiliar faces

To date, it is unclear whether motion benefits
unfamiliar face recognition. In most studies, subjects
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Box 1. Facial motion: what is it, and what is it for?

Most rigid head motions can be interpreted as social
interaction signals. To begin or end a conversation we turn
our heads to look at, or away from, someone. We redirect
the attention of others with a head-turn and we nod to
indicate agreement. Rigid head movements provide the
observer with a moving stimulus and with more views of
the head than would be encountered from a static observer
and subject (Fig. I). Psychological studies have
distinguished, therefore, between recognition effects due
to the number of views seen and those due to the motion
of the head (e.g. [a,b]).
Non-rigid head movements can be grouped into
speech production movements, facial expression
movements, and eye gaze changes. The visual cues
provided by the face during speech function to boost the
intelligibility of speech (e.g. [c–f]). Facial expressions can
convey a person’s mood (Fig. IIa). Changes in the
direction of eye gaze provide information about the
object of attention [g].
In natural situations, such as during a conversation,
rigid and non-rigid movements are combined to
communicate more complex information (Fig. IIb).

Fig. I. Rigid head movements such as rotations provide more views
of the head than are available from a static head.
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Fig. II. (a) Non-rigid facial movements can convey the unfolding of a
facial expression, as here where the expression goes from a neutral
expression to disgust. (b) Combinations of rigid and non-rigid facial

view previously unfamiliar faces or people from
either dynamic or static displays during learning
and are tested subsequently with dynamic or static
displays. We consider both eyewitness studies, using
whole bodies and events as stimuli, and face
recognition studies.
For the eyewitness experiments, two early studies
found conflicting results. Schiff and colleagues found a
motion advantage when participants viewed a staged
robbery and were tested with ‘dynamic mug shots’ [20].
These mug shots showed faces rotating through 180°
from left to right profile. However, no benefit was
found for learning from the dynamic presentation over
http://tics.trends.com

movements are common in natural situations. The woman in this
sequence is simultaneously speaking, smiling, shifting her gaze,
and tilting her head back and forth rigidly.

viewing the robbery video from two freeze frames.
Using a similar eyewitness approach, Shepherd and
colleagues found that videotaped presentations
conferred no benefit over single photographs at
either learning or test, although ‘live’ presentations of
suspects elicited the best recognition [21].
There are also conflicting results with unfamiliar
face recognition studies. Pike and colleagues found
beneficial effects of facial motion [8]. Learning from
dynamic displays of heads rigidly rotating over 360°
fared better than learning from static images taken
from multiple viewpoints. Christie and Bruce,
however, did not replicate these results. They found
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Box 2. Facial motion and identity: dynamic signatures
Dynamic identity signatures [a–d] refer to characteristic or
‘identity-specific’ movements of the face, head or body.
Are these movements useful for identifying a person?
Logically, identity-specific facial motion is likely to be less
reliable than information about the structure of a face. It is
possible with a single static encounter to encode a person’s
distinctive nose. After viewing a distinctive facial gesture,
however, we cannot know if the gesture is idiosyncratic.
Even with enough familiarity to know a face’s dynamic
identity signature, we cannot rely on these gestures being
repeated reliably at future encounters.
Consequently, dynamic facial signatures are probably
learned more slowly than facial features, and become
relatively more reliable for identification when we know the
person better. Indeed, psychological studies suggest that
we rely on motion information to identify familiar faces
only when the featural cues are not easily accessible [a–d].
The role of characteristic motions for recognition of
unfamiliar faces has been investigated by using animated
synthetic three-dimensional head models [e]. These
studies focus on the ‘learnability’ of a dynamic signature
when it is the most, or only, reliable cue to identity [f,g].
For example, Hill and Johnston projected facial animations
generated by human actors onto a computer-generated
average head (Fig. I) [f]. Subjects learned to discriminate
individuals based solely on the facial motion information.

Knappmeyer and colleagues trained participants to
discriminate two synthetic faces animated with different
characteristic facial motions [g]. When later viewing
morphs between the two head models, identity judgments
about the intermediate morphed heads were biased by the
animated motion information associated with the faces
originally. Both studies show that dynamic information
from face movements can support recognition.
References
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Fig. I. Projections of human facial movements onto synthetic heads used as stimuli by Hill and Johnston. Subjects can discriminate
individuals on the basis of facial motion information alone. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [f].

no benefit for the moving stimuli, either at learning or
at test [9]. A slightly different task that involved
participants matching a previously viewed face to one
presented in an array of several faces found no
recognition benefit for dynamic faces [17]. However,
Thornton and Kourtzi showed that video clips of
unfamiliar faces presented as ‘primes’ improved the
subsequent accuracy of subjects for matching the
primes to target faces [22]. Additionally, Bruce et al.
found that social interaction between participants
(i.e. conversing about the faces during learning)
improved face identification in a match-to-sample
paradigm [23].
http://tics.trends.com

In summary, although facial motion information can
benefit familiar face recognition, its effects for relatively
unfamiliar faces are less certain. Either motion is not
helpful with unfamiliar faces or its benefits are offset by
other factors. The social significance of facial motions
(see Box 1), which might distract the viewer from the
task of encoding the identity of a face, is one such factor.
Neural basis of face perception

The neural basis of face processing has been studied
for decades and has yielded findings concerning the
organization of high-level visual brain areas responsive
to various aspects of faces. Many studies have noted the
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Box 3. Structure-from-motion in the perception of faces and bodies
The structure of human faces can be perceived from ‘point light displays’ [a]. These
displays isolate motion from the pictorial cues that normally accompany it. The age
of a speaker [b] and information about facial expression [c–d] can be extracted from
these displays. Seeing point light faces can also facilitate the perception of speech [e].
The quality of identity information available from point light displays of faces,
however, is less certain. Although Bruce and Valentine found that subjects could
recognize friends’ faces from moving point light displays, accuracy was poor [f].
Interpreting point light studies of faces in the context of the supplemental
information and representation enhancement hypotheses is limited because
dynamic identity signature information (see Box 2) and structure-from-motion
information are intermixed in these displays. For example, studies on the
perception of gender from point light walkers have shown that gender judgments
are supported both by the animation of the walker, which reveals static body
structure (e.g. center of gravity and shoulder-to-hip ratio), and by characteristically
dynamic male and female walking styles (e.g. hip swing) [g]. Also, Hill and Pollick
showed that the temporal properties of characteristic body movements directly
affect identification. When asked to identify individuals based on signature arm
movements, participants’ recognition accuracy increased when they saw
temporally exaggerated point light sequences, compared with the originally
learned, unexaggerated sequences [h].
For identification of faces, point light displays support some limited ability to
process dynamic identity signatures and possibly also the structural information
underlying the motion. At present, however, there is no direct evidence for sorting
through the structure versus dynamic signature cues in the perception of facial
identity. Recent studies using animated computer-based head models, where the
identity-specific form information in a face is ambiguous or modifiable [i,j]
(see Box 2), isolate the dynamic signature information but cannot provide a pure
measure of the structure-from-motion information.
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various cortical regions involved in processing
faces [24,25]. Recently, based on the broad activation
of cortical areas in response to faces, Haxby and
colleagues proposed a ‘distributed’ neural system for
face processing that distinguishes between the
representation of the invariant versus changeable
aspects of faces [26]. We focus on this particular
distributed model because it might provide an insight
into the psychological data on memory for moving faces.
Haxby et al. posit two core areas along with ‘extender
regions’for specific tasks. For the core system, the
lateral fusiform gyrus (also called the fusiform face
area, FFA), active in many neuroimaging studies of face
perception, represents invariant facial information
useful for identifying faces. (The analogous general
system in primates is the inferotemporal, IT, cortex.)
http://tics.trends.com

The posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS)
processes the changeable aspects or movements of
faces. Neurophysiological studies in non-human
primates and neuroimaging studies in humans
indicate that this area is important for detecting gaze
information, head orientation, and expression [26–29].
Biological motion of the whole body, hands, eyes, and
mouth also activates the STS [28].
In addition to the core system, the STS system is
extended to include brain areas involved in gaze and
orientation detection, speech perception from mouth
movements, and the perception of emotion. The IT
system is extended to brain areas involved in the
retrieval of personal identity, name, and biographical
information [26].
The functional division of these high-level brain
areas for processing dynamic versus invariant
information about faces is consistent with the
channeling of visual information, beginning at the
retina, into the high-resolution, color-sensitive
parvocellular stream and the lower resolution, motionsensitive magnocellular stream [30]. These inputs map
onto the ‘what’ (ventral) and ‘where’ (dorsal) visual
streams that guide visual object recognition and
spatial orientation, respectively [31]. Thus, dynamic
information from faces might be carried primarily in
the dorsal stream, whereas the static features of faces
might be processed best in the ventral stream.
Memory for moving faces: the interplay of two systems

The physical and functional divisions associated with
the changeable and invariant brain systems for face
processing return us to the psychological studies.
Given that both the changeable and static aspects of
faces are useful for identification, and that the former
is processed in the STS and the latter in the IT, how do
these systems interact when we recognize a moving
face? Additionally, if facial motions are also critical
carriers of social communication signals, do these
signals catch our attention and help us to focus on
identity? Or does the added burden of processing
social communication information from moving faces
distract us from attending to identity?
A fascinating example of the dissociable nature of
social and identity processing was provided by Simons
and Levin [32]. They observed close-range interactions
between a naïve subject and an experimenter who
posed as a construction worker asking for directions.
These interactions were interrupted briefly by
construction workers carrying a door between the
subject and the experimenter. During this brief
separation, the experimenter was substituted with a
different experimenter. An astounding 60% of the
naïve subjects failed to notice the ‘person’ change, and
continued to give directions as if nothing had
happened. Under some circumstances, therefore, it
would seem that the processing of social and identity
information can proceed independently (see Box 4).
We think that the separate streams hypothesis
for changeable social and invariant identity
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Box 4. Expression and identity: a model for motion processing?
‘asymmetric dependence’ [e,f]. Specifically,
identity judgments are not influenced by
irrelevant changes in expression, but expression
judgments are influenced by irrelevant
variations in identity [e]. A similar result occurs
for processing identity and facial speech [f].
Computational models of facial expression
analysis support the underlying premise of
processing independence by illustrating that
facial variations relevant to identity versus
those relevant to expression can be separated
physically [i]. A principal component analysis of
faces varying in identity and expression revealed
that expression and identity were largely coded
by different sets of principal components. Thus,
independence could emerge naturally from the
statistical structure of the faces.

The processing of facial expression and identity
has long been posited to be functionally distinct
[a]. Neuropsychological double dissociations of
expression and identity are consistent with this
claim. Indeed, some prosopagnosics, who are
unable to recognize faces, nonetheless retain
the ability to perceive facial expressions
accurately [b,c], and some patients with an
impaired ability to process facial expression
retain the ability to identify faces (e.g. [d]).
Psychological studies using the Garner
speeded classification task support an
‘asymmetric’ dissociation for expression and
identity, with the expression analysis accessing
some identity information but the identity
analysis proceeding independently [e,f].
The Garner task was developed to test the
(in)dependence of stimulus dimensions [g].
Two stimulus dimensions are considered
independent if people can attend selectively to
either dimension, while ignoring irrelevant
variations in the other. Although early evidence
indicated mutual independence for expression
and identity [h], recent work suggests an
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Fig. 1. Mapping recognition of moving faces onto neural systems: a model. We propose Haxby et al.’s
distributed neural system for face perception [26] as a framework for understanding psychological
findings regarding the effects of facial motion on memory for faces. The ventrally-based stream (blue)
processes the static structure of a face, and the dorsally-based stream (red) processes facial motion.
Facial motion contains two different types of information: social communication signals (gaze,
expression, and facial speech) and person-specific dynamic facial signatures. Following Haxby et al.,
the social communication information is forwarded to the superior temporal sulcus (STS) and then to
the extender systems responsible for specific social tasks. We suggest that dynamic facial signatures
embedded in expression, facial speech, and gaze are also processed in the STS and can provide a
secondary route to face recognition for familiar faces (supplemental information hypothesis). We
might rely on this secondary system for recognition when the viewing conditions are non-optimal
(low illumination, poor resolution, recognition from a distance). We also speculate that structurefrom-motion could benefit face recognition by communication between the dorsal and ventral
streams. Information from the middle temporal (MT) visual area could contribute to the structural
representation of a face in the inferotemporal area/FFA (see text). This added input could benefit
recognition for either familiar or unfamiliar faces (representation enhancement hypothesis).
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information [26] could serve as a useful framework
for understanding human memory for moving faces.
This model can accommodate the human memory
data with two minor modifications (see Fig. 1). In
addition to the primary face recognition system that
processes static information along the ventral stream
to the IT, a secondary system that processes dynamic
identity information along the dorsal stream to the
STS seems likely. In our hypothesized model,
dynamic signatures, which are embedded in
expressions, facial speech, and orienting head/face
movements, are processed in the dorsal stream,
transiting through the general visual areas that
support motion processing [e.g. the middle temporal
(MT) visual area] to the STS. Aspects of dorsalstream processing, such as its ability to operate in
poor illumination and with low resolution stimuli,
make it ideal as a possible secondary route to
recognition for stimuli that are not ‘ventral system
quality’. To use this secondary face recognition
system, however, we must know a face well enough to
have learned its idiosyncratic movements. Despite
the relatively modest amount of data on dynamic
facial signatures, it seems possible that this system
supports the robust illumination and view-invariant
face and person recognition we exhibit for familiar
people. So, the first modification of the distributed
model amends the role of the STS stream to include
identification, when identification information is
inherent in the motion of the face.
The second modification is more speculative and
concerns structure-from-motion analyses for face
recognition. Facial motion from both familiar and
unfamiliar faces could serve as input to this analysis.
Information for this analysis might proceed through
the dorsal stream to the MT and then back to the IT,
but as static form information (i.e. ‘motionless form’,
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see Fig. 1). Indeed, neurons in primate IT, sensitive to
particular forms, respond invariantly to form even
when it is specified by pure motion-induced
contrasts [33]. Lesion studies also indicate that form
discrimination mechanisms in the IT can make use of
input from the motion processing system [34]. Both
neurophysiological [33] and lesion studies [34]
suggest known connections from the MT to the IT via
V4 [35,36] as a plausible basis of their findings. At
present, however, psychological demonstrations of the
usefulness of this route for face recognition have been
indirect (see Box 3).
Conclusions

When both static and dynamic information about
facial identity are available, the psychological
evidence points to the following principles in
balancing the contributions of the two kinds of input.
• Dynamic information contributes more in poor
viewing conditions. Because facial structure is a more
reliable cue to recognition than the dynamic identity
signature, motion information is most beneficial
when viewing conditions are not optimal for
extracting the facial structure.
• Face familiarity mediates the role of dynamic
information in recognition. Because characteristic
motions and gestures occur only intermittently, they
are learned more slowly than static facial features.
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